Redesigning Patient
Pathways: IBD
Amber is 23 years old and manages her whole life
from her phone.
She loves the immediacy of using digital for her healthcare correspondence, especially
since she missed an appointment in the past due to late post. Her GP has referred her for
a colonoscopy due to a flare up with her IBD, so she has opted to communicate digitally
with the hospital for ease and efficiency.
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Amber receives her appointment letter
via text message with a secure link
to the Patient Portal

She registers on the portal to access
all her correspondence through
one central hub

Amber gets a text teminder for her
upcoming colonoscopy, avoiding the
likelihood of her forgetting to attend
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She responds to the text reminder to
rearrange her appointment rather
than waiting in a long phone queue,
and the rescheduling chatbot replies
giving her alternative date options

Amber fills in a pre-attendance eForm on the
portal to answer questions on her medical
history, saving time on the day
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3 days before her appointment she
receives instructions for coloscopy
bowel prep via text to ensure it goes
ahead smoothly on the day

Amber attends her appointment at
the hospital for a colonoscopy
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Amber is notified by text that her test results
are available in her personal portal, along with
supporting information from her care team

On the way out of the hospital Amber
completes an FFT Patient Experience
survey by scanning a QR code on a
poster with her phone, enabling her to
give feedback on her care instantly
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Amber attends a follow up video
consultation with her clinician to discuss
the results via eClinic, avoiding taking
time off work to attend in person

As her results are clear, Amber's clinician
decides she is suitable for a PIFU
pathway and can initiate contact when
her condition flares up by clicking on
the ‘Follow Up’ icon within the Portal
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Amber also receives regularly scheduled
digital questionnaires delivered to her
personal portal, so that any red flags
can be picked up by her clinician,
along with videos and info to help
self-manage her condition
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